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ABSTRACT
A report is presented on'an analysis of sex fact6rs

in.academic income variation as determined by achieved, ascribed, and
univirsity location characteristi6s. The study group consisted of
5450 individuals at a maloF midwestern university as cf June 1971.
The subjects included 4541 men and 908 woMen research assistants and
associates, deans and,vice presidents, editors, project directors
consultants, curators, and faculty. Findings demonstrate that
achievements are_the dominant income-determining variable for both
sexes, but women's-payment rates are lower and 1.ess subject to the
varjatipr of race, citizenship, and internal location; and that_the
ascrib d and location characteristics also have sex-separate effects.
It is Oncluded that while an achievement value governs r.eward, a
universal sex standard does not. The achievement idiology.Operates,
but it is practiced under sex separate standards and therefore
academic income fopms a dual reward structure. It is explained that
sex work seFaratione and the normative struature of science,-are
among the mechanisms permitting and promoting the dual income
structure. Extensiveltables are -included. (Author/PBR)
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SEX, INCOME, AND ACHIEVEMENT: REWARD-DUALlSM IN ACAbEMIA

Abstraot

This paper reports an analysts of acadeitllo income variation, as it

is determined by achieved, ascribed; and university location

characteristics--and_as-it-varies-by-sex.--liegardtftg'achteVMAhtS as the

"legitimate" income derrminants, the study not only analyzes the

'extent, but also speoifies the form find locus,,of aoademio sex-wage

variation; hence, it provides an analysis of the internal oomplexity of
4

the sex-wage variation--as it is institutionally determined.

We find that:

1. Achievements ar'e the dominant income determining variables for

both sexes. -Hut, women's (aohievement)- payment rates are lower;

structurally, less subject tO the variation of race, citizenship, and

internal location; and different, too, id' the greater income importance

of higher credentials. \

2.- Although'less important as income determinants, the asoribed

location characteristics also have sex-separate (rate and struoture)

effects.

We oonclude that:

1. An achievement value governs reward, but a universalistic) sex

standard does not. The achievement ideology operates, but is practiced

under sei separate standards; and, hence, academic income forms a dual

reward structure.

2. Sex work separation, and the normative structure of scienoe,

_are aMong the dechanisms .permitting and promoting this dUal income

structure.

1
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SEX, INCOME, AND ACHIEVEAENT:
REWARD-DUAL1SM IN ACADEMIA

INTRODUCTION

The male/female disparity in wealth, power, .and prestige is a

........1.1.mixLer-aal-so-elat-131Aertontenony----Thr-olighOut-tiTh'e*, affdao'r-OS'S OaCe , men

have had greater material rewards, a higher level of deference and

esteem, and a'more dominant position, in control of persons and

activities, both of themselves and others (Friedl, 1975; Schlegel, 1975;

Tavris and Offir, 1976).

In American society, sex stratification is most apparent in the

labor force, and the most marked aspect of that stratification is income

inequality. Across ocCupations, full time female workers earn 60% of

that,earned by males (U.S. Department of Labor, 1974). And, within

literally every (census) occupational classification, women may be found

to be earning less than men (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census,

1967).

Here, we focus upon sex-income variation in a particular and

central organizational setting, occupational context, and theoretical

perspective: We investigate the sex-income differentials among a.cademic

employees of a major university; and assess those differentials in terms

of an adhievement-reward value.

A substantial literature establishes the prominence of achievement,

along with disinterestedness and rationality, as the manifest values

that orient, guide, and control the behavior f soientists and

academicians (Merton, 1949, Caplow and McGee, 1958; Cole and Cole,

1973). Yet, in spite of the salience ot the academic, achievement value

,and universalistic standard, a number of .studies repNt a.significant



gap in the
earnings of academic men and women, and

iMplicitlyipoint tosex as an
income,determining factor.

Of these studies, however, the earlier ones have large,ty focusedupon a simple,
documentation of the sex-earnings gap, without

ft(ctoring
P

characteristics which might help explain the dleparity
(Bayer-and Astin,... '

1968; Eidse.n, 1970; Converse and Converse, 14971; LaSorte. 1971).Further, conclusions of these, as well as the later,
studies arerestricted by samples limited to the natural and social sciencedisciplines (Fidell, 1970; LaSorte, 1971); confined to employees with adoctorate (Simon, Clark, and Galway, 1967; Natianal Academy of'Sciences,1968; Ferber and Kordick, 1978); and restricted tq persons receiving aPh.D. during ajimited time period (Simon, Clark and Galway, 1967; Bayerand Astin, 1968; Astin, 1969).-

More recent,

microeconomic--single-institution--studies of facultysalaries have employed
sophisticated, multivariate techniques in theanalysis of a larger number of salary predictors, including sex (Gordon,Morton, and Braden, 1973; Katz, 1973; Reagan and Maynard, 1974). But,

A,

these, as well as the,recent, and more intricate,
multi-institutionalanalyses (Bayer and tstin, 1975), have failed to -speolry the,

complexityparticularly, the internal, location complexityof the

0
academic sex-wage structure.

In contrast, our income study analyses both achieved and ascribed
410characteristics of the employees, and structural and contextualcharacteristics of the employees' university unit location. Theselocation

characteristics are leadllg
indicators of the academics' worktype, work place, and fellow work group. In turn, these locationfeatures are sex-separated

characteristics, which parallel the labor



divisions of men and women, in the society, at large. In this way, our

study recognizes and analyses, for academics, what has been recognized

for male and female employees elsewhere: Income differentials may be

attributed to properties of employment-location, as well am eMployee-,

characteristic (Rees and Schultz, 1970; Fuchs, 1971; Shepard and Levin,
1973).

Further, these analyses encompass aeademic employees across all

units and departments of a major university, including two significant

groups ovenlooked in previous studies--faculty in the professional

schools, and researchers with academic appointments.

Finally, in aeoretical perspective, this study prese.nts an
analysis of sex as an actually 'operative, but ideologically
illegitimate, soience-eeward criterion. This offers a central

organitational test of the achievement-reward process; and, in
conclusion, certain structural suggesti,ons of how and why this sex-

inequity "works" with relatively little discord or conflict.

METHOD

DMA.
1

This study represents a cross-sectional income analysis for the

academic employees at a major, midwestern University. The data source
is the personnel tape of the.University, at one point,in time, thine,

1971.

The academie employees constitute a group of 5450: 45,41 (83.3%)

velesand 908 (16.7%) lemales. The academie classification comprises

faculty, as well as researchers and administrators not directly related

to the business affairs of the UnAversity. This includes i-esearch.\
assistants and associates, deans and vice presidents., as well as

.Or
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editors, project:directors, consultants, and Curators. It excludes all
clerical, trade, operative, and service workers. lt also excludes
student employees--an academic group atypical in their appointment type,
employment continuity, participation mode, and reward structure.

: Sal ary

Academic salary is a monthly rate 1

relferring to the amountan
employee earns for full-time employment, whether or not s(he) is
actually working full-time. This salary rate implicitly standardize's
fcr proportion time employed, and functions fer academics; with the

'advantage of "hourly earnings"--a rate that controls for diffe'rences in
annual houJA worked among industrial workers.2

Independent Variables

Achieved: Ch4radteri3tIca

We analyze the variable, age, in quadratic form3, to approximate
the attainment of professional experionqt, includ ing experience that may
predate the employment at present Unive?'sity. For academics, though not
necessarily for other employees, age seems as legitimate a measure of
professional experience for women as for men. Because of child bear.ing
and oaring, female employment patterns, in general, have 'been
characterized by discontinuity (Mulvey, 1963). But discontinuous career
'patterns have not been characteristic of highly educated women, such as
doctorates (Astin, 1969), and scientists (ZUckerman, 1970).4

Moreover, lo
Air group of acaderdics, unlike those of Astin'sdoctorate

and Zuckerman's
scientist samples, are all located in a major, research

university. This ilstitutional homoglkeity of our .study population
further ensures high career commitment and continuity for both men and
women.
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Eiltleatimal attainment, regarded as both a direct indication of

performanee skills (Hause, 1971), and an indirect representation of

trained performance capacity'(Siegel, 1971), is coded as highest d

earned. There are titree'levels: doctorate, medical or 1.,aw degree;

master's or bachelor's degree; and .no degtee.

Academic title, or position, signifies rank, manifest in privilege'

and reward. 5 The title classification includes faculty Itpd academic

nonfaculty, both those without, and those with faculty senate

affiliation,whichindicatesahigherrank,and,4ype of tenured status
1)

for nonteaching academics.

Years the 'Uniyeretty reflects attainment of current,

institutional experience, while the age variable approximates longer-

term, professional experience, over the life cycle. 6 Since not all

employees enter the University during their 20s, these two variables,

together, allow us to separate the (income) effects of, say, Tive years

at the university at age 30, versus age 50.7

Ascrit;ed Characteristiq,a

We include race (majoHty vs. minority), as an ascribed, and hence

illegitimate income determining variable'.

Citizenship, indicating nativity ,and national origin, is a more

focal ascribed characteristic in the university than it is in other

institutions employing professionals.

Sex is the pivotal variable, constituting the strata which divide

the analyses.

Location 2araattri3llu

The achieved and ascribed variables refer to characteristics of

employeestheir qualifications, as well as their personal backgrounds.



The location variables, on the other hand, are properties of the F
academics' context or employment: the nature of the work (unit tape);
the structure of the work unit

(unit Azt)'; And the Oaracteristies of
K

the group doing the work (percentage Wilt

UnitIrefers to the departments of the literary college, the'other
(17) colleges and schools, and the remaining (7) non-college units with
academic employees. The units are coded to refl-ect functiorial

classification within the University: different tasks, functions, and
roles. This functional labor-division is, in turn, sex-separated in the

university as in the society, at large.

41.

Nib

Hence, among our non-teaching locatIons, the administrative units,
which manage, tend, and direct general university operatiops are male-
typed places,,and the service units, engaging in areas of, student

)1.
services, state and public relations, and community services are female-

.

typed places. Similarly, among teaching locationa) the traditional,
high status professional schools, linked to powerful functional areas,
such as law, business, and technology, represent male domains; and ttie

less established, lower statu.s professional Chools, linked to more
marginal institutions, such as education, public health and welfare,
represent female areas. In this,Way, unit location is related to
gender, and hence to 1) our ascribed versus adbieved income determining
distinction, and 2) our focus upon variation and patterns in sex and
salary.

Data Restrictions

This study is restricted by limitations of: 1) the data time-
point; 2) the single-institution population; and 3) certain unavailable
variables, including productivity measures.
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The data-source, a personnel tape, .contains income data for one

time-point--June 1971. More, recent multivariate data are unavailable,

for study comparison or replication. However, recently available gross

data suggest a remarkable _stability, rather than,change, in sex-wage

disparity. This data shows the female/male salary ratio for teaching

faculGy to be az sex-discrepant in 1978 as in 1971.8 This persistence

of faculty, sex-wage disparity is_ consistent with other studies

reporting that, in economic status, academic women have been faring only

slightly, if at all, better over thepast decade (Bayer and Astin, 1975;

r---'Thentra, 1974; Ferber and-Kordickt 1978).

The single-institution data limrts ienernlizability to other

smaller, and mor C,! minor, academic settings. However, this restriction

is advantageoZst in other ways. First, the single-institution study

allows for intensive analysis of wage structure as it is, in fact,

determined--at the institutional level (Katz, 1973; Malkiel and Malkiel,

1973).

Second, the absence, and unavailability, of a productivity measure

may be ameliorated by the single-institution data: Holding institution

constant, and controlling for rank, in this study, eliminates certain

sex-differences in professional environment and circumstance--which, in

turn, eliminates some(of the (sex-differential) =auks= found to
account for the higher male publication rate among academics ahd

scholars, at large'(Bernard, 1964; Astin, 1969; Tsuchigane and Dodge,

1974).9

We certainly do not suggest homogeneous intra-University
' productivity. Nor, do we imply that our test. of sex, achiec-Ment, and

reward is unrestricted by the absence of a valid productivity measure.

. I 0



Rather, we say that in the analysis of sex-dirttiren.tija reward, the

measure'ssabsence is amiliorated by the single-institution data, which

reduce the effect of Atx-differential, productivity.

Adalysis Technique

The analytical methcd combines both econometric modeling, and

comparative statistics.
,

Salary relationships are expressed in multistage regression mOdels.
ik

2
flaThe rst-sta earning model"' express the gross relationships betweenf

salary and each.set of achieved, ascribed, and location characteristics;

the sezond express the net relationship between salary and the.achieved

and anc!ribed characteristics; the trata the simultaneoue, net

relationship between salary and every characteristic.

This multi-stage'sequence of gross and net salary effects enables

us to compare the coefficient values of the equations, and hence
Ab.\speckfy, and decomposep the determination of academic income. This then

allows us to analyze academic income reward 1) as it operates for men

versus women, and 2) as it is influenced by achieved and performEince
1151%.

criterion:

1. Sex differences in, incorne reward are made apparent through

different coefficient values, and thus different income exchange values,

for employee characteristics. Th se analyses are then in the

methodological tradition estimating oup-differential, human-capital

income returns, as the cost or benefit of minority or majority group

characteristics (Duncan, 1968; Siegel, 1965; Suter and Miller, 1971),

FOrthermore, we compare male-female differences in.the income

exchange values of employee characteristics with a test", enabling the

null hypothesis test (C1-C2=0) that there is no difference in the rate

Cal
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at qtlich men and women exchange emptoyee characteristics.

The male-female difference in alaarastanfIglarmitgcle,11 effWa of

adjacent academic titles (Associate vs. Assistant Professor),

educational levels (Ph.d% vs. B.A/M.A.), or different Un'iversity unit

locations is also assessed. The statistical significance of the

contrast is determined through a simple difference of means test, and a

comparison of these contrasts may be made for men and women. This

allows inference abgzut the sex-differential consequences of higher

compared to lower rank and degree, or different University location.1.1

2. The coefficient values of the regression equations also allow

us to assess the relatixe importance of aohigv.ements, as income

determining variables.

This is accomplished by comparing 'the coefficient-achievement

values, and explained income variation, between multi-stage models.

These multi-level Comparisons enable us to elueidate sex-achievement

patterns, by assessing the limit and extent to which achievements are

significant income determinanis. This then allows u4 to evaluate the

-"achievement-legitimacy" of the income determining pr9Cess.1?

We also assess the significance of achievemepts, by comparing

explained,income variation (R2) in a Model that includes variables

X .X
kt with a model that includes X

1' ..Xk+m where a set of m
,,

variables are adde8.

If, for example, income variation explained by achieved
/-

-characteristics is significantly increased with the additloh of asorqbed

characteristics, then race and citizenship may be said td be important

in explaining income variation, independent of the effects of other

variables. This would suggest-that income relturns on achievement'are
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4.

vf, r

1,0

influenced by the personal Oharacteristici of the performers.

is

FINDINGS AWASCUSSION
we'

,
Achipyelentà emerge as the dominaqt determinants of academic

First, these are the characteristics that explain the variation, in*
academicAncome. Aohievements, alone, explaSn'64.5% and 61% of

4
variation in male and_ in female-salaries, rOpectively. Ascrihed

chara6teristicm increase the explained variation by very little for
/

males (.3%) and females (.2%). Location explains an additional 4.% and

2.8%, raising the total explained variation to for men, and 64%.

for women.

Further, the impor-tance

p.

characteristics lies not in their

principally in their consequence

411,

of the dascribed and location

aonSequence for reward 'alone, but

*
forl,he structure of achievement-.

reward. Moreover, asoribed'and location. criaracteristibs'`ido not

neessarkly alter the,rewai'd structure bydiuhnishing the aohi,evemept

effects
4-

In some dases, they amplify the effects of achieVement, by

incre.ising*net payment, as is the-case with the tmpact-of looatiOn4or
title paymeni.

Fihally, rewards for achievement are not independent of locattoni-
K.

1race and oitizenship. Yet, the converse net effect, achieved ,upon' the

aseribed and location paymentst.is even greater, indicatIng the incomel

determiqing strength of achievements.
_

901e aohieverietIts krg. _the. 1211inektorxagx 11.1114. grgat
The' diale'and, femOle returns ror achieved, ascribed,

teristios are nOt only Afferent in payment ratet.but

dividka slt reward

and locition chip

differ,eritalr in payment strtioture. For eon .404 QS, Dharaoterietica,

z

-
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women's incothe payments are lower; less dependent upon each other set;

nnd-'hence, ditferent in their income deterthining effects./'

This sex-payment pattern is especially true for achievements.'

Achievements pay.WOmen at'a lower rate, and are somewhat( weaker
preditors of income. Paympnts for age/experience, academic title, and

educational attainment13-are all significantly lower for women.

Acb.lemictitle payments are higher for.men than for women. The

Instructow rank is worth 39% more for men; the Assistant Professor, 46%;

. the Associate, 12%; the Professor, 18% more. Among educational

attainments, the bachelors/masters degree is worth 63% more for men and

the doctorate rofessional degree is worth 18% more. Similarly, men's

age/experi ce payments are higher for each fiye-year interval
(Table 1).

1131trts Table 1 about here

Furthermore, wpmen's achievement-reward differs not only in payment

rate, but also in mommt structure. Structurally, female, compared to

male,.achievements are important, especially, in the 6ontrast between

the effects of higher versus,lower credentials. Women receive lower

----payment than men for all educational NO title levels. HoWever, thea

Anccme difference, between the 41:helor's/master's versug doctOrate// .

.,professional degrees is 30$ greater for women,than/fOr then;.A d the

Ancome difference between the assistant and associate titles, is 230%

greater for en (Table .2).

.
.

'insert' latildt .a about here
,

I

These'vntrasts suggest the greatei'' income importance of higher,

edddatiOnal and title attainments for academic women. Women cannot
expect to receive as-great .0 payment as ten tor highest levels of

t

(

'10.

. ,i;;;"
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attainment, but they suffer even greater distavantage when their

credentials are less than the best:

And as we,shall 'see, women's achievement payments ar14 also

structurally, less subject to the variation of b'oth race, citizenship,

-and-location.

Ateribel chAracteristiu,'race and citizenship, have a small effect

upon the achievement payments of men, but a nearly negligible effect for

women (Table 3).

inaert Table a about httr_e_

Asoribeq characteristics somewhat decrease men's achievement

payments. The reduction indicates that between 2-18% of the male

achievement rewardr depending upon the particular characteristic, is due

to the majority racial and citizenship statuses of men with those

achieveMents, rather than the credentials and qualifications, per se.

For women., the effect of ascribed characteristics upon achiev-ement

payments is not merely small, but nearly negligible. Ascriibed

characteristics do not alter achievement payments, excepting that for

education payment. And, this change is an increase, rather than

-decrease, suggesting that education may be worth somethini less to

majority, compared to minority, status women.

Furthermore, these models show a converse net effect, achieved upon

ascribed characterlstios. This effect is greater than its inverse,.more

striking for race than for citizenship, and more marked for men than

women (Table 10.,

irmort T#ble 4. about hAna

Majority rice and citizenship are much greater, gross advantages

for men than women. Yet, achievements reduce the gross male reward for
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/
white race by 75%, to An in;tgnificant ($34) paymeqt. Hence,

achievements being jqual , white race is not d. signAficant mai

advantage. But, nativ citizenship is. Achievements reduce; 'hut clo no

obliterate, the signif Eint male payment for native citizenship.

For women,'also, native citizenship continues to be rewarding, but

not at a statistically significant level. Majority racey on the other

hand, ceases
. pl together to be a female advantaie. Change in the

direction of the race effect ind4cates that here is Olearly no female

payment for white race, and there may be a slight edge for minOrity

As income determinants, lccation e.hULIKterlatWa are more important

than Ille cribed, but much leSs imp4ant than achieved, charScteriateca.
,.

, as with the other characteristics, the effeCts differThy-sei.-, For'

men, every location variable (unit type, size, and percentage female) is

a significant net ,income dete
i minant. For women, on-the other 'hand,

only about half of these location characferistics are significant, and

as a variable set, the characteristics explain only half as much income

variation for women as they do for men (Table 1).
,

-The greater importance of the net location effects is in-their

consequence for the structure, rather than the predictive Strength, of

income reward. Location characteristics alter the reward structure fOr

all achieVements, for both sexes. But, the changes are gr9sater for.mefiy

indicating that while rewards for achievement are notjndependent'of

Uni4ersity location for either sex,' 'the achieve.ment-location

relationship is stronger for males (Table 5).

inser.t ULU .5, atiot4 hue

Location reduces payment at loWer (25--40 year) age/experience
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intervals, ahd raises the payment at older (45-60 year) intervals, for

both sexes. This SUggests a tendency for; younger academics to be in

higher payinglbcations, and for oldem-academics to'be in somewhat lower
,

paying places (Figure 1).

ADaert flgure 1 about here

Location a o influences sentority,payments, and suggests the

location of high entority males, but not females, in high paying units.

The strongest location-achievement effect, however, is for academic

titlag. .Location raise; the income effect of every title, indicating

that payment for title varies with employee characteristics, and hence,

that controlling for location increases the effeCt of title, per se

(Table 5).
1,

Location makes a considerable difference in the title-payment for

A

all academics, but while the effects are sweeping, they are not even.

Location effects are greater.for teaching academics, especially those of

low 'Ink, and for men. Location is not as critical in determining

title-payment for nonteaqhing academics, for high ranking faculty, or

for women.

Correspondingly, location increases, and hence affirms and

accentuates, the sex disparity in payment contraala between adjacent

academic ranks, and suggests the following sex-income "promotion

pattern": Advanoement onto the, tenure track (assistant to associate) is

worth half the increment for women that it is for men; once.= _track,

promotibn'to nured position is worth twice as ch fe women,

compared to men; once in tenured
.7

Professor, :rank again makes a grea er income difference for men

(Figure 2, Table 6).

advancement to the highest,

A
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)inaert figure 2 an1 Table CI auut here

Looation, similarly, aceentu#tes the sex disparity in patt8,rp5.of

ARNIzatio41.oavmant. This indicates that .the pattern af lower

educational payment4 as well as the more critical income difference of

the higher.degree (for women, does not simply reflect the sex disparity

in units of certain type, size, and composition (Table 5).

_ Likewise, location changes the income effects, but not the income

)

pa:tern, k

,

or ascribed characteristics (Table 7). ocation barely

influences the race and citizenship payments for women, indicating t4at

these female payments are relatively i.ndependent of variation in

location, AS well as achievement.

insert Table 1 about here

Location reduces men's payments for race far More-than it does for

citizenship, indicatIng that part of the reward for white race reflects

the high paying location characteristics Of white,men. But, unlike

-race, citizenship remains an advantage in.itself, indepe'ndent of the

location, as well as the achieved, char teeistics..

Finally, the multi-stage modelS allc, us to compare the gross and

net effects of the location characteristics, themselves. This enaOles

us to estimate the extent to which payments for location.mtly be

attributed to levels of achievement, and hence, to assess the relative

independence of Universit'y location, and the relative.imoortance of

achievement, in th4 deterthination of academic income (Tables 3, 8).

insert Table t. _Maul. here

These gross-to-net models show that some location effects are a
c

reflection of the achievement levels within them; that others are not;

and that these effects varr for men and for women.

Inoar4
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Thu5, among iodation typea, be income effeota of 1)- nonteaching

(administrative, service, and research) units Increase, 2) the literary

college (arta, sciences, and social science) units Altman., nd 3) thg
. -

professional school units remain relatively tjible. And acroas.types,

the effects are more marked for men than Women.

These chtikpaes indicate that the gross disadvantage of nonteaohing

units, versus the advantage of teaching units, reflects the income

effects of lower, compared to higher, achievements between these units,

rather than the effects of location, per se. The stab_ility in the

returns for professional sohools 14
, on the other hand, suggests a

relatively pure and independent location effect (Tables 8, 9).

inflict Table a about here

The traditional, high status schools, linked to powerfUl and male-

dominated institutions, such as law, business, and technology, are

advantageous locations for mem but not for women. The other, lower

status schools, linked to more marginal, and female-dominated,

institutions, such as education,'public health, and welfare, are

advantageonS for women, but not for Men. Moreover, these income effects

of professional schotol location, the costs as well as the benefits? are 4

more marked for men than for women (Tables 1, 8).

To illustrate, the male ($90) payment for location in their same.-

slx (traditional professional) schools'is much greater than the ($3.63)

female cost for location in these male7sex units. Similarly, the ($119)

male cost for location in their Dpposite-sex-typed (nontra'ditionale

professional) schools is. significantly more than the ($78) female

'payment for location in these female-6ex units (Table 1).

The pattern is bolstered fuiwther by the observed sex contrast In
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the effects of the sciences versus the arts (Table 2):

Neither the scienT3s nor the arts are advantageous net locations,-

for men or for women:-%But,
the contrast- between the,eaectd.Ishows a

relatly_e $100 science advantage for the men, and a ,$16 tarts advantage
for the women. This indicates a large male benefit, but a paltry female
benefit for location in same-sex departments.

Hence, women gain and men lose from location in female-typed units;
men profit and women lose slightly from location in male-typed
locations. In general, both the benefits of same-sex unit location, and
the Q5t s oppQsite-sex unit location are greater for men'than for
women.

The other location effects-unit size and sex composition--are far
more independent of the effects of achievement for women than they are
for men. WOmen's payments for location size and sex composition remain
the sam'e, gross and net of achievement (Table 8).

But, the payments change for men. Percentage unit female changes
.frorR a cost to a small payment, suggesting somewhat higher achievements
of men in units with smaller percentages of women. Unit size also
changes from gross cost to net payment, suggesting, that the gross
advantage of smaller units reflects higher achievements of men in these
locations (Table 8).

CONCLUSIONS

,As the data converge, in the'-ftnal income models, they point to a
common conclusion: Achi.evernentvariables are the dominant income
determinants, and sex is the divider of reward. The'male and female
retUrns.for achieved, ascribSd, and location charact,eristios are
different not only in lyment rate, but also in payment structure. ism

,A
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taah QL abarlsadtriedatt, women's inoome payments are lower; lesa

dependent upon eaoh other set; andnce different in the structure of

their income determining effects

This is especially true .for'' achieveritentsexperienoe, rank, and

education. Women cannot expect to rteoeive as great a payment as men for

highest levels of eduoational'and rank attainments, but neither can they

-Atafford to forego the attainment: When women's credentials are less than

the best, they suffer even greater income disadvantage.

The ascribed and location characteristics also have sex-separate

effects. Majority race and citizenship are greater advantages for men.

And while location effects, both costs.and benefits, are more marked for

men, ti.!! same-sex typed units are found advantageous, and the op.posite

sex typed units disadvantageous, for both sexes.

But, compared to achievements', the ascribed and location

characteristics are less impor;tant income determinants. They explain a

far smaller proportion of the variation in academic income. Further,

these characteristics are significant not in.their,consequence for

rewari, alone, butprincipally in their consequence for the strture of

achieyrement-reward.

A

.

Our test of sex, achievement, and reward is restricted by the

variables available, and would certainly be

measures of performance and productivity..

v,ariablesr the, achievement (i.e. "legitimate")

reward. Yet, women's payments are lower,

sharpened by'additiOnal
*

Nonetheless, among our

factors are,determining

reduced by gender, an

"illegitimate," ascribed factor. Hence, we conclude that academic

income forms a dual reward structureWhich is both the same, yet

different, for'Men Oompared to woMen. 'In closing, we discuss the

..

Or

1,-
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implications of this dual reward structure for the functioning of the

parformance ideology; and we suggest certain mechanisms by .which both

inequity and ideology "work" within this iwititution.

Achievement is not merely a criterion of reward in academia; it is

ca value primacy for the v'ery activit and goals of the institution.

Here, the achievement ideology explains and justifies rank and reward,

and supports and maintains inequality, as ideology does everywhere.
No,

Moreover, as part of the scientific work ethos, achievement and

performance standards justify the presence, the purpose, and the

persistence of the academic activity, itself. The functioning of reward

in aademia is thus a test of the operation of the achievement ideology

in a prime value context.

The achievement value does operate in this University. But it is

practiced under sex-separate standards.- An achievement value is

governing reward, but a universalistic sex standard is not. Such

malfunctioning can have consequences for the solidarity of membership,

and the support of values.

But, the discrepancy between the achievement value and the reward

practice IS not entirely obvious in this University. The achievement-
%

reward similarity functions along side of payment-Pate dissimiliFity.

This creates a no less discreplInt,rbut not necessarily apparent, sex

reward structure: Academic employees, men, as well as women, must,prove

themselves achievement-worthy. But, to allege that achievement values

. make stt-x-incóme equality in the University is'akin to claiming that

'American opportunity beliefs create race-employment equality-in the

larger society--because "a white is not guaranteed a good job by birth,

but must compete for the position, just like a. taUk."



If "like black." coulçj be conceptually substituted for "white" in

that statement, race reward st*ruoture-s would be operationally

equivalent. But they are not. And neittier are the University sex

reward struotures. Aohievement and opportunity may be strong, even

dominant, values. But they get translated into different, rather than

equivalent, sex reward standards.

In this way, the strpoture of the rewan0 disparity--discrepant but

not necessarily apparent--may itself, reduoe the recognition, and hence

strain, of the gap between achievement ideology and praotice. A second

structural factor, reducing the apparency and strain of the academic

reward disparity, is sex work segregation.

Like other tasks, in most places, work in the University is sex-

segregated. Academic men tend to hold high level administrative,

fesearch, and faculty positions, and to be located in sex-linked

business, technical, and medkcal professional schools, amd the science

and social Science departments. Women, on the other hand, hold lower

level research and faculty positions, and are predominately located in

'/

the services, or in the public health, welfare, and eduoation,

professional school units.

Furthermore, this structural separation is rewarlinx, and hence,

reinforcing. Salary levels, male and female, are enhanced by the same-

sex locations, and depressed by opposite-sex locations.. In addition,

the between-sex salary disparity is more tenable when it it less

apparent, and separation makes the sexes, as well as their discrepant

rewards, less vitible to each other...Thus, segregation may reduce the

recognition.and stressful response to reward dualism.

Two other factors may be operating to reduce the strain, and make
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discrepant reward more tenable: the rules of science; and the roles of

women, in the prefrsien, and the sooiet)r, at largei.

Compared to other occupatiiitial groups, scientists tend to regard

the rules of their work--the criteria, the evaluations, and _the

rewardsas highly legitimate (Zuckerman, 1971; Cole an0 Cole, 1973).

Scientists tend to attribute both success and failure to individital
.

perfcrmance, rather than institutional structure. ,Consequently,

frustrated aspiration and fail4' attainment produce a remarkably low

rate cf alienation and deviant behavior (Cole and Cole, 1973). 'The

Snurce orthis occupational integration seems to be in the scientific

nor7s, particularly the norm of "disinterestedness."

Normative interest in the service of the scientific communtty,

rather than self, disposes both men and women to regard the evaluations',

as well as the rewards,of their work as essentially equitable and

legitimate. But) for acadinic women, the reward, as well as its

evaluation, is further tempered b a particular gender and professtonal4

role.

Gender doesn't just limit the reward\for the academic position; it

restricts the professional role, itself. A professor is assumed to be

male; the gender and position are .equivalent. A woman who is a

professor is a "female professor"; the gender and professional position

are not equivalent. The female gender role has been regarded as

intrinsically familial, afd the profession an added, rather than*

inherent, dimension. Even recent studies report. wife, and motherhood,

as the central statuses of American woMen, including professionals

(Poloma and Garland,' 1971).

Gender role definitions aet changing, but the role differences long
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persist. They may be reflected in sex-differential meanings and

evaluations of reward. Thesb evaluations can oualitativaly reduce sex

wage discrepancy, and achlevement reward disparity. In this way, the
s

cultural emphasis upon the primary of the domestic, and familial female

role diminishes the strain of inequity in other (secondary) contexts.15

Finally, our conclusions about academic reward must be subject to

the following cautionary about the achievement meaning, and gender

significance, of our reward criteria:

Achievement is po simple product of motivation and ability

(Zuckerman, 1971). Rather, attainments are the result, also, of

restricted and sex-related access. Institutional barriers and cultural

obstacles place women in structural positions, which make it more

difficult for them to accumulate credentials, and produce evidence of

performance. These barriers'restrict access to training, sponsorship,

and -support sci that academic credentials are limited opportunities.

This restricted access renders sex-bias unto any achievement

measure. This is not only the case for our measures of rank and degree,

but also for other "legitimate" academic achievements--from graduate

admission, fellowship, and commencement, to professional awards,

offices, and grants. Our estimated payments for achievements are, then,

sex-related measdres. As a consequence, the male-female disparity in

the achievement-reward structure is actually an underestimation of the
wi

effect of sex, and the reward dualism is probably an understatethent of

the sex-separate standards. -
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FOOTNOUS

/the log of salary did not improve the rit with the indepenIdent,'

variables,and was hence rejected as the salary rtorm.

By uriiversity personnel standards, the fUlt-time monthly rate is
calculated in the following gay: :For a one-term appointment, the time

,Iproportion is adjusted to reflect full- employment, and the salary is
divided by 4.5; for a two term (acad year) appointme1A, .adjusted

proportion is diviLd by 9; for teaching appointments of two and a hall

terms, adjusted proportiOn is divided by 12.

A larger proportion of women hola nonteaching academic
(i.e. research) appointments, and thus have their monthly salary rate

calculated with the larger divisor. But, possible downward bias in the

salary rates of women is meliorated by the inclusion.of title (uga of
position) variable.

2We
analyzed the effect of percentage _time working in the

determination of the (full-timeoequivalent) Aalary r_ate. Other
characteristics being equal, the time variable was of low rate-..

determining significance for men, and or no significance for womep.

Hence, remuneration for part-time (fork, in this University, is roughly

maurtioNa to reward for full-time employment.

3The variable takes this form, because the age-salary, relationship

is linear only until age 55 for,men, and until about 35 for.women.

Analysis in quadratic forth periliits us to assess the effect of age,

depending upon a given age interval4 to estimate the salary effect of
S.

change in age between intervals 25-30 or 30-35; and to compare the

effects for men and women.

It
4
Some sex differences, in Career continuity of the highly educated,



'have Oeen reported, but the differences are small.

Examining two cohorts of women receiving doctorates betwee
1958-1963 and 1967-1971, Ferber and Kordick (1978) report that 93.7% of

the first, and 95.2% of the second, cohorts are presently employed.

(
,

Furthert.of thos 11.eesently working,.cohort I had been employed 91.4% of/ ,------ ,

the tiTe, and cohort II, 92.7% of the time. The comparable data foe
male cohorts are 98%tand 99%.

40 5
As an indicatilion or measure of professional

accomplishment, title
d

relateg to, eitt hot absoluteli torreltit4 with, salary. Correlations'
befWeen salary and title (administrator,

professor, aspociate prof.;
6''Astetant prof., instructor,' lecturer, other-faculty senate) are .16,

-.07, .10 and .07 for men; and .08, .50; .34, .12, .001,

-.05, and .11 for women. Hence, title does not simply represent another

measure of salary, itself.

6
The 1 age and years of experience variables are correlated, but not

perfectly linear (rr..73 for men, .63 for women).

7
Hence, while the data set does not provide an (organizational)

"entry-age" variable, our combination of both age and years of
experience gives us ep "entey-age" effect.

8
Our 1971 data ehOw that among teaching academics; the ratio of

4ifemale to male salary ranges between a high of .89 for assoc ,te

professors to a low of .78 Tor instruotors, with lecturers (.88),4

Assistant professors (.83), and full professors (.82) falling ,between

t.hat ranges Ar

A
Caloulatigns from the University's gross,level salary'statistics

foe 1918 show the same paitern and lvel of sex-wage disparity, with
4.210female to male silary ratios rangineTrom a high,of .87 ror Associates,44,

-to a.low of .71 for instructors with litcturers (.82), assistant

,'
. 11. .

kV'
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profes;ors (.80, and full professors (.83), in between.

(
9While institutional affiliation accounts for a large proportion of

the sex differential productivity among scholars, in general, it is not

as important a factor for (natural, biological, and physical)

scientists, in particular (Zuckerman and Cole, 1975).

10
The test atatistic is (C

A- )/ s12+s22 where Ci2 is the,

coefficient value of a given Characteristic for men, C2 is the value of

the same characteristic for women, and si and s
2 are the respective

standard errors of the coefficients.

11
These particular analyses are restricted by the cross-sectional

nature of the data. A firm test of the income consequences of promotion

or professional experience would require longitudinal data of academics'

employment history. Lacking these data, we measure , instead, the

salary effect'oftitle-change'or age-change for groups of employees,

rather than,the same employees. The group effect does, of course, limit

Werence.

First, observed group change is not a "pure age/experience" effect.

Professional training and preparation, the professional marketplace, and

supply-and-demand factors vary over time. These tactors create cohort

effectS (training, skills, supply-and-demand) that may be reflected in

the group data. The time frame of the data, June 1971, may also result

in the bias of certain cohort effects.

Nevertheless, the "change effects" are in the group data, but they

are tempered by time and cohort factors, and are not "pure"'variables.

12
If the inclusion of an ideologically illegitimate (ife. ascribed)

,charaCteristic in a legitimate (i.e. achievement) model significantly

, lowers the rate at which a legitimate variable (e.g., education, or

title) is exchanged for salary, then one must conclude that Aludalloala
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the theoretical model is misspecified; and that the legitimate variables

are, in fact, assooiated with theorettcally illegitimate leriables (in a

technical sense, see Rao and Miller, 1971:32-35).

The bias in estimating the exohange rate for legitimate, achieved

characteristics is then a misspecification, and may be interpreted in an

operational sense,' as a (salary) measure of the effect of the

awic,fliation between legitimate and illegitimate variables.

3Th* sex IaymentdIfferenL for education are large dollar amounts,

but as an artifact of the calculation standard, not highly significant.

The dummy variable standard for calculation of educational

attainments is "no degree." Less than 3% of academic employees are

without a degree. Calculation of educational coefficients against this

small "standard" group resulta in large'standard errors, and hence

lowered statistical significance of the sex difference between the

coefficients. The statistical artifact is corrected by comparing the

contrast between the effects bf the higher versus lower degrees for men

and women.

14
The professional schools are classified into two categories

,

representiqg dietarent'areas, of instructiont. 1) the traditional, high

status professions, that are linked to powerful functional areas,

aligned with law, business, and technology (i.e., the schools of

medicine, dentistry, engineering, business admin ist rat ibn and
L--architecture and design); and 2) the less established, lower status

professions, linked to the more marginal institutions, such as

education 'public health, and welfare the schools of education,

library science, nursing, public, health, pharmacy, social wdrk, natural^

(N
resources, and music).

15To illustrate: in medicine, as in academia., women'earn less than
,
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men. At the same time, medical women profess less interest in money,

and more interest in patients, and problems (Duberman, 1975:120). In

other fields, women similarly express less interest in money (Sharp,

1970; Turner, 1964).

TheSe altruistic interests may represent adjustment to both sex

reward disparity, and. sex role expectatiA The strain 'of discrepant

achievement reward may then be reduced by.particular, gender achievement

expectations: performance, through the service of others,, rather than

self; for intrinsic, rather than extrinsic, payment; in a private,

rather.than public, ai-ena.

Women in medical practice are, in fact, concentrated in service and

patient-intensive specializations. Among the women practicing medicine,

80% are concentrated in just three areas--psychiatry, pediatrics, and

public) health; only 36% of the ydritphy;ticians, on the other hand, are

in these areas. Similarly, ih this University, women are in the

service, and in the professional school units, adjoining the public

health, welfare, and education areas.

J110
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TABLE 1

MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS OF INCOME PER MONTH ON ACHIEVED,ASCRIBED, AND LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS, BY SEX

Variable

Males

Coeff.
(S.E.)

1 Females

ICoeff.
Sig.1(3.E.) Sig.

1

Difference

Coeff.
(s.g.)

Constant -1257.70 1-80.56

Age
73.24 33.90 39.34(4.59) .000 (5.93) .000 (7.01)

Age 2
-.63 -.34 -.29
(.05) .000 (.06) .000 (.08)

Title:(1)

Administrator 919.09 494.11 424.98
(39.01) .000 (98.86) .000 (106.28)Professor 1181.10 963.83 217.27
(26.09) .000 (49.13) .000 (55.63)Associate Prof 739.76 650.50 89.11
(25.84) .000 (44.78) .000 (51.70)Assistant Prof 597.59 324.05 273.54
(23.73) .000 (38.89) .000 (45.56)Instructor 381.35 231:61 149.74
(36.98) .000 (35.92) .oao (51.55)Lect er 521.85 320.27 201.58

.000 (36.67) .000 (50.23)Other Fac Sen 632.94 438.68 194.26
(37.00) .000 75.15) .000 (83.77)

Degree: (2)

B.A./M.A. 172.52 63.34 109.18
(83.85) .040 (59.98) .291 (103.09)' PhD/Prof. 269.59 247.66 48.93
(83.88) .000k(62.65) .000 (104.69)Years at Univ. 1.66

-3.28
(1.20) .168 (1.59) .002 (1.99)

Race: White 24.82 -37.98 62.88
(28.47) .383 (32.94) .249 (43.4)Citizen: U8A 81.13 49.44

1 31.69
(23.18) .000 (38.74) .2021 (45.14)

Sig.

.000

.000

.000

.000

.042

.000

.002

.000

.010

.145

.320

.050

.075

.241

41,,! As compared to "Other-Not Faculty Senate"
As compared to "No Degree"

,

303
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Variable

Location Type:(3)

Males 1 Females

Coeff. Coeff.
(S.E.) Sig. (S.E.) Sig.

Administrative 486.22 149.76
(55.23) .000 (98.93) .131

Services 154.69 146.97
(32.05) .000 (36.78) .000

Research 373.38 132.82
(25.95) .000 (35.45) .000

Professional*
Traditional°) 90.36 -3.63

(19.59) .000 (31.15) .907
Other(5) _119.10 78.08

(23.84) .000 (32.22) .016

Other Campuses (6)
-211.36 24.55
(31.93) .000 (47.97) .609

LSA:

Arts/Humanities -287.60 -201.81
(27.37) .000 (40.51) .000

Nat/Phy/Bio Soi -188.12 -218.36
(28.97) .000 (47.24) .000

Social Sciences -125.08 -81.21
(31.87) .000 (52.13) .120

Unit Size .11 .12

'(.02) .000 (.04) .001

% Unit Female .84 -1.20
143.4

(.92) .358 (.49) .014 1

Regression Summary Statistios

R2 1 .695 1 .640 11
Std. Err. 1 396.09 1 255.20 11

1 3921 1 807 11

Difference

Coeff.
(S.E.) Sig.

336.46
(113.30) .001

7.72
(48.79) .437
240.56
(43.94) .000

93.99
(36.80) .005

-197.18

(40.08) .000

-235.91
(57.63) .000

-85.79
(48.86) .039
i0.24
(55.42) .293
-43.87

(61.10) .236

-.01

(.04) .421

2.04
(1.04) .025

(3) As compared to average looation salary (for each sex).
(4) Law, Medicine, Dentistry, Engineering, Arehiteoture and

Design, and Business Administration.
t/ Education, Library Science, Music, Natural Resources,

Nursing, Pharmacy, Public Health, and Social Work.(p)
Dearborn and Flint.

.
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TABLE 2

'CONTRASTS BETWEEN COEFFICIENTS OF ACHIEVED AND
LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS (NET OF ASCRIBED), BY SEX

Contrast

Administrator
vs Professor

Professor
vs Assoo. Prof.

Associate Prof.
vs Asst. Prof.

Assistant Prof.
vs Instructor

Instructor
vs Lecturer

Males

Coeff.
(S.E.)

-261.97
(38.91)

441:29
(23.56)

142.17

(25.69)

216.25
(39.41)

-140.50
(46.79)

Other Fac. Sen. 632.94

vs Not Fao. Sen. (37.00)

PhD/Prof. 124.0e

vs B.A./M.A. (17:03)

Trad. Prof.
vs Other Prof.

Arts/Human.
vs Sciences

Nat/Phy/Bio Soi
vs Soc. Sci.

209.46
(28.78)

-99.48
(32.01)

-63.05
(35. 315)

1.

1

I

Sig.

Females

Coeff.
(S.E.) Sig.

-469.72

Difference

Coeff.
(S.E.) Sig.

207.75

.000 (106.06) .000 (112.97) .033

313.18 128.11

.000 (54.56) .000 (59.43) .015

1 326.60 -184.43

.000 (47.40) .000 (53.91) .000

92.44 123.82

.000 (43.32) .033 (58.56) .017

-88.66 -51.84

.003 (45.96) .054 (65.59) .215

438.68 194.26

.000 (75.16) .000 (63.77) .010

184.11 -60.25

.000 (25.66) .000 (30.80) .025

-81.71 291.17

.000 (46.97) .082 (55.09) .000

16.55 -116.03

.002 (57.50) .773 (65.81) .039

-137.15 74.10

.075 (68.30) .0451 (76.91) .168



TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS OF ACHIEVED CHARACTERISTICS: GROSS AND NET EFFECTS, BY SEX

Variable

MIN,

Gross Coefficients 13 Coefficients Net of Ascribed Characteristics
a,11

Males 1 Females
I Differ.'11 Males Change 1 Females Change I Differ. Change
+ 11

11
Age 83.51 37.22 46.29 II 84.98 1.76% 37.29 .19%

1 47.69 3.02%

Age 2 -.74 -.37 -.36 _.75 1.35 -.37 .00 -.38 5.56

Title:
(1)

824.95 440.65 384.30 812.87 _1.46 440.63 -.00 372.24 -3.14
,Administratdr
Professor 940.09 893.49 46.60 934.58 -.59 891.37 43.21 -7.27Associate Prof 513.75 553.69 -39.94 507.63 -1.19 553.51 -.03 -45,88 14.87
Assistant Prof 381.15 249.97 131.18 380.63 -.14 246.68 -1.32 133.95 2.11instructor 308.23 192.69 1 115.54 300.65 -2.46 191.14 -.80 109.51 -5.22Lecturer 237.27 231.02 1 6.25 232.48 -2.02 228.19 -1.23 4,29 -31.36Other Fac Sen 538.52 404.60 133.92 529.66 _1.65 407.53 .72 122.13 -8.80

Degree: (2)

B.A./M.A. 223.67 105.19 118.42 213.25 -4.66 1 110.33 4,89 102.92 -13.09PhD/Prof. 382.61 313.23
1 69.38 377.06 -1.45 321.32 2.58 55.74 -19.66

II
Years at Univ. 4.41 5.47 1 -1.06 11 3.63 -17.69 5.48 .18 1 -1.85 74.53

P), As compared to "Other-Not Faculty Senate"
2) As compared to "No Degree"

4.!,
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ABLE 4

COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS OF AS p3E CHARACTERISTICS: GROSS AND NET EFFECTS, BY SEX

I Gross Coefficients 11 /

i 11,71Variable i

1 Males i Females 1 . 7 Males Change 1 Females
+ + + i +

1 I

Coefficients Net of Achieved Charaoteristics

Race: White ' 136.70 1 ,M09.21 /1/11i

IN\
1

7 49
1i

1

I

I
1

11

Citizen: USA 1 275.02 i 74.53\ I 200.4 :I

1 I I

N.

Change Differ. Change

1

33.95 -75.16% 1 -34.55 -225.68% 1 68.50 -37.28%
1 1

124.52 -54.72 1 49.98 -32.94 : 74.54 -62.82

:;9
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TABU 5,
,

9

-cOMPARINWOF COEFFICIENTS OF AcHIEVED CHARAtTERIS4ICS:'AET BFFECTS, mspni FM WITHOUT LOCATION, BY SEX

4

1 .1

tfts

4 9

Variable

'Age

,Ige2

Tit.ie:(1) 1

Admin rator tat A571440.63
Ptof ssor 1 4.581891.37
Aisociate Proff507.631553.51
Assistant Prof
instructor
Lecturer
Other Fac Sen

..
J-77,

Net Coefficient'eq, 11- Net Coefficients
1 bitthout Location

.,r

With,Locatlion

1Maie5 1Females11)iffer:11 Males Change 1Females Change4Differ. Ciihnge
4 ,

9. + If
) *4. I '6 1 k
1 84.981 37.2981).04 69-11. 13.211 ...13.82$1 33.90

) 11 -

1 -.751 ,-.37 Ali .63 -.16.00 1. -.34

(2)Degree: .

B.A./M.A.
PhD/Prof.

380 631246. 68

300.651151.14
232.481228.15
529.661407.53

. 1

,

4-11.04
1 .

372.24 11 09.05 13.07 1494.11
43.21 111181.10 26.3$ 4963.83

-45.88 11 739.76 49.73 1650.50
133.95 )1 597.59 57.00 1324.09
109.91 11 381.35 26.84 1231.61
4.2 11 521.85 124.47 1320.27

122.13 11 631.94 19.50 1438.68

1
,

213.25r110.33 104,524
1377.061321.3? 1 55..74 1

Years at Univ. 1 3.631 5.48 I T1..85 1

7

1 1

1

172.52 -19.10
269.55 -28.50

1.61454:27

As compared to "Other4ot Faculty penate"
2' As compared too'No Degree"

..-

-9.)09$1 39.34 -17.51$

A_ -.29 n23.68

1214

1

,

01424.98 14.17
8.13 1217.27 402.82
1731. I 85.11 -294.22
31.36 1273.511 104.21
21.17 149.74 36.74
40.35 201.58 4598.83
7.64 194.26 59.06

63.34 -42.59 105.18 6.08
247.66 -22.92 48.53 =12.22

k

4.54 -9.15 4 -3.28 77.30

1- V

4 1

e.



TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF NET CONTRASTS BETWEEN ACHIEVED CHARACTERISTICS, WITH AND WITHOUT LOCATION, BY SEX

Contrast

Administrator

Net Coefficients
Without Location

Males 1Females1Differ. Males

Net

Change

Coefficients
With Looation

:Females ;ange 1Differ.

1

Change

vs Professor -121.711-450.74 329.03 -261.97 115.24% -469.72 4.21% 207.75 -36.86%
1

Professor
1

vs Assoc. Prof 426.951--337.86 84.39 441.29 3.36 313.18 -7.30 128.11 51.81

Associate Prof.
vs Asst. Prof. 126.991 306.83 -179%84 142.17 11.95 326.60 6.44 -184.43 2.55

Assistant Prof.
vs Instructor h 79.981 55.55 24.43 216.25 170.38 92.44 66.41 123.82 406.84

Instruttor
vs Lecturer 68.17 -37.06 105.23 1-140.50 -306.10 -88.66 139.23 -51.64 -149.26

1

Other Fac. Sen.
1

/Vs Not Fac Sen 529.661 407.53 122.13 1 632.94 19.50 438.68 7.64 19.26 59.06
1

PhD/Prof.
vs B.A./M.A. 163.811 210.99 -47.1811 124.06 -24.27 184.31 -12.65 1 -60.25 27.70

4 2
4 3



WMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS OF A

TABLE 7

ED CHARACTERISTIOrNET EFFECTS, WITH AND WITHOUT LOCATION, BY SEX

Net Coefficients

1

Variable 1

] Males 1 Females 1 Differ.

Without Location

I 4. I

'Race; White 1 33.95 1 -34.55 1 68.50

1 1 1

Citizen: USA 1 124.52 1 49. 94. 1 74.54

Net Coefficients

1
With Location

1 Males Change 1 Females Change I Differ. Change

1
+-

1 1 I.
1 24.82 .26.89% 1 -37.98 9.93% 1 62.88 -8.20%

1 1

1 81.13 -34.85 1 49.44 -1.08 1 31.69



TABLE 8

COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS OF UOCATION CHARACTERISTICS: GROSS AN) NET EFFECTS, BY SEX

Variable

Location Type:(1)
Administrative
Services
Research

Professional;
Trad41ognal (2)

Other"'

.Gross Coefficients

Males 1Females1Differ.

1

124.55: -7.17 131.72
-473.681 -83.35 -390.33
-182.31' -82.92 -99.39

155.181 32.48 187.66
-130.531 204.49 -335.02

Other Campuses") -366.341 172.80
1 0

L3A:
1

Arts/Humanities! 171.251-127.73
Nat/Phy/Bio Soil 168.33 -195.85
Social Sciences! 1107.091 78.69

Unit Size
1 -.33 .14

% Unit Female
1 -1,30 -.90

-539.14

Coefficients Net of All Characteristics

.Males Change 1Females Change 1Differ. Change

486.22 290.4%
154.69 -132.7

373.38 -304.8

90.36 -41.8
-119.10 -8.8

-211.36 -42.3

298.98 -287.60 -267.9
364.18 -188.12 -211.8
328.40 -125.08 -130.7

-.47 .11 -133.3

.84 -164.6

149.76 -2188.%
146.97 -276.3
132.82 ,260.2

-3.63 -88.8
78.08 -61.8

24.55 -85.8

-201.81 58.0
-218.36 11.5
-81.21 -203.2

.12' -14.3
-1.20 33.3

336.46 155.4%
7.72 -102.0

240.56 -342.0

93.99 -49.9
-197.18 -41.1

-235.91 *56.2

-85.79 -128.7
30.24 -91,7

-43.87 -113.4

-.01 _97.9

2.04 -610.0

As compared to average location salary (for each sex).Law, Medicine, Dentistry, Engineering, Architecture and Design, and BusinessAdministration.
(3) Education, Library Science, Mimic, Natural Resources, Nursing, Pharmacy, Publicth Health, and Social Work.

Dearborn and Flint.

ct\.,
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TABLE 9

RANK ORDERING OF COEFFICIENTS OF LOCATION TYPE, NET AND GROSS
OF ACHIEVED AND ASCRIBED CHARACTERISTICS, BY SEX

Location

Males

Not I Gross
Coeff. I Coeff. Location

Females

Net 1 Gross
Coeff. 1 Coeff.

Admin. 486.22 124.55 5 Admin. 149.76 -7.17 4

Research 373.38 -182.31 7 Services 146.97 -83.35 7

Services 154,69 -473.68 9 Research 132.82 -82.92 6

Trad. Prof. 90.36 155.18 4 Other Prof. 78.08 204.49 1

Other Prof. -119.10 -130.53 6 Other.Camp. 24.54 172.80 2

GSA Soc Soi -125.08 407.09 1 Trad. Prof. -3.36 -32.48 5

LSA Nat Sci -188.12 168.33 3 LSA Soo Sol -81.21 78.68 3

Other Camp. -211.36 -366.34 8 LSA Art/Hum -201.81 -127.80 8

LSA Art/Hum -287.60 171.25 2 LSA Nat Sol .218.36 -195.85 9
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